Coffee is among the most popular beverages in many cities all over the world, being both at the core of the busiest shops and a long-standing tradition of recreational and social value for many people. Among the many coffee variants, espresso attracts the interest of different stakeholders: from citizens consuming espresso around the city, to local business activities, coffee-machine vendors and international coffee industries. The quality of espresso is one of the most discussed and investigated issues. So far, it has been addressed by means of human experts, electronic noses, and chemical approaches. The current work, instead, proposes a data-driven approach exploiting association rule mining. We analyze a real-world dataset of espresso brewing by professional coffee-making machines, and extract all correlations among external quality-influencing variables and actual metrics determining the quality of the espresso. Thanks to the application of association rule mining, a powerful data-driven exhaustive and explainable approach, results are expressed in the form of human-readable rules combining the variables of interest, such as the grinder settings, the extraction time, and the dose amount. Novel insights from real-world coffee extractions collected on the field are presented, together with a data-driven approach, able to uncover insights into the espresso quality and its impact on both the life of consumers and the choices of coffee-making industries.
Introduction
Coffee, besides being one of the most popular beverages all over the world, remains a ritual in many cities, during work breaks and recreational times, both at home and in local business activities. While coffee is a general term for a key ingredient of many different drinks, espresso is among the most discussed variants in terms of quality issues.
Espresso is at the forefront of establishing the gold standards in terms of professional coffee brewing. In some countries, such as Italy, where 97% of adults drink espresso daily [1], espresso quality is a main driver for consumers' habits in the city, able to move people from a coffee shop, namely a "bar", to another nearby. The primary focus on espresso quality is also confirmed by a memorable slogan from a past advertising campaign of a top-level Italian coffee brand: "Espresso is a pleasure. If it isn't good, what pleasure is it?".
Espresso is not only an energizer of the daily life of many citizens, but also an economic driver, with a combined value of several billion euros in Italy only, from roasting to retailing coffee, to manufacturing machines for home, office, and bar usage. In 2018, each Italian had 2.2 daily espresso cups on average, i.e., 6 kg yearly, in one of the 150 thousand bars, with each bar using 1.2 kg of ground coffee daily to serve almost 200 coffees on average, and most of them were espresso, representing approximately one third of a medium bar turnover [1]. 2 of 19 Espresso is an almost syrupy beverage generated by a machine, typically using a motor-driven pump, forcing pressurized hot water through finely ground coffee. Each espresso shot in a bar can generate one or two cups of coffee, being called, respectively, single or double, and requiring proportional amounts of ground coffee. Each cup can be normal, reduced or long, depending on the amount of water, with the same amount of ground coffee.
Both non-professional espresso enthusiasts and coffee brands or associations love to share their opinions, suggestions, and tricks to obtain the best espresso. According to common knowledge and online sources [1, 2] , such as the Italian Espresso National Institute, a perfect espresso depends on different variables: (i) the coffee blend as a core ingredient with an essential role; (ii) the grinder settings, being responsible for the right weight of coffee grounds and for how fine it is ground; (iii) the espresso machine, with professional machine-makers improving such technology over and over to promise the perfect espresso all the time; (iv) the barista, i.e., the human-in-the-loop preparing the espresso in the bar, from blend choice, to manual grinder settings, and to proper usage of the coffee machine and its brewing procedure.
The ideal portion of ground coffee for each cup is declared to be 7 ± 0.5 g, while the water pressure should be 9 ± 1 bar, the extraction time 25 ± 5 s, and the volume in cup 25 ± 5 mL.
For each variable, many issues arise when addressing espresso quality. For instance, while the right dose for a single cup of espresso is 7 g of coffee grounds, in presence of humidity, it is often recommended to grind the coffee more coarsely and vice-versa, hence, requiring manual adjustments to the grinder at least once a day. Besides the water pressure, the machine-pump pressure (15-18 atmospheres) , and its temperature (88-95 • C) influence the espresso quality. Furthermore, the daily maintenance operations of a good barista, such as the cleaning/washing cycles, are crucial to maintain (as healthy as possible) the espresso-making machine.
In the current work, we provide a novel view on the correlation of coffee-making machine parameters and espresso quality. Among the plethora of different variables, we focus on (i) coffee ground size, (ii) ground amount, (iii) water pressure, and (iv) washing procedures.
The coffee ground derives from the process of coffee grinding from coffee beans. Small changes in the grind size can drastically affect the taste and the quality of the brewed espresso. In general, if the coffee is ground too coarse, the espresso can be under-extracted and less flavorful. On the other hand, too fine ground may result in an over-extracted and bitter coffee. The amount of ground itself impacts on quality, resulting in a too watery or bitter coffee. Water pressure must be set to brew the right coffee amount in a proper time, thus leading to the right flow rate determining an intense flavour. Finally, washing procedures are recommended to be applied to coffee-making machines to maintain a high-quality brewing. We investigate the effect of such regular operations and their absence on espresso quality.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first research work applying a transparent machine-learning data-driven approach to exhaustively evaluate the combined effect of multiple variables on IoT-collected measurements of real-world espresso brewing. The current work contributions can be summarized as follows.
•
It complements domain-expert-expected patterns with data-driven evidence and new knowledge extraction. • It automatically identifies from data high-quality espresso shots generated by compensation behaviors of sub-optimal external variables. • It pinpoints a methodology to determine sharper data-driven quality thresholds able to effectively detect actual top-quality espresso shots.
It describes and applies a data-driven approach to analyze espresso quality correlations exhaustively and transparently.
Specifically related to the association rule methodology, we also provide a semantic classification of the extracted rules (see Section 5.4) to guide their interpretation by domain experts. Even if the semantic classification of association rules has already been proposed and used in different application contexts [3] , this is the first application in the espresso quality assessment and, thanks to the direct interest of renowned coffee brands, it has the potential to become a reference in the field.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related works on quality assessment of espresso. Section 3 describes the real-world dataset and the experimental design. Section 4 introduces the association-rule data mining approach. Section 5 presents experimental results. In Section 6, a discussion of the insights from real-world coffee extractions is presented. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions and outlines future works.
Related Work
The quality assessment of espresso is traditionally performed with human sensory panels. Despite human senses (sight, smell, taste, touch and hearing) being the most efficient instrument for quality evaluation, there are several limitations of human sensory panels in cost-effective and large scale applications [4] . Human quality controls require great costs in term of time, money and human resources, from the training phase to the actual quality tests. Moreover, the quality tests greatly depend on the expert skills, they are manual, subjective and not reproducible, since results may also depend on individual factors as fatigue or health condition of the panel members [4, 5] .
Considering these drawbacks, Gas Chromatography (GC) and Mass Spectroscopy (MS) techniques are frequently exploited for coffee quality control. Several works study the effect of different technical conditions on the final espresso quality. Authors in [6] study the influence of water pressure and classify coffee prepared at three different pressure levels exploiting Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Discriminant Analysis (DA). The influence of pressure has also been studied in combination with the extraction temperature, and the analysis showed that the temperature and pressure settings from domain-expert guidelines (i.e., 92 • C and 9 bar) are close to the ones needed to obtain the best quality espresso coffee [7] . The effect on quality is also studied with respect to the extraction temperature [8] , water composition [9] , roasting conditions [10] and also of coffee/water ratio, type of coffee and roast combined [11] . Proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight MS (PTR-ToF-MS) is also exploited for monitoring changes in the volatile composition and PCA and hierarchical cluster analysis are applied to differentiate between coffee types [12] .
Gas Chromatography (GC) and Mass Spectroscopy (MS) techniques are however expensive, timeconsuming and complex. They can often require a significant amount of time and human intervention to perform the analysis. For these reasons, many studies exploit Electronic Nose (EN) systems for coffee quality assessment. ENs perform reliable organoleptic analysis while being simpler and cheaper than GC/MS and their results are faster to be analyzed. An electronic nose is a device that consists of an array of chemical sensors for chemical detection and a pattern recognition system capable of identifying the specific components of an odor [13] . Several works that exploit EN systems apply PCA and Neural Networks (NN) for detecting defects in cup tests [14] , for studying the difference in chemical attributes when the extraction time and grinding level are varied [15] , for determining the roasting degree (coupled with GRNN) [16] and for distinguishing different coffee blends [17] . Also Support Vector Machines are often exploited, as in [5] to discriminate coffee types with the aim of recognizing the forgery of coffee blends and in [18] for distinguishing coffee blends. EN systems are also used in conjunction with GS/Olfactometry analysis, as in [19] where Linear Discriminant Analysis and NN techniques are applied for characterizing roasting degree and coffee beans from different countries. EN systems can be however too sensitive to small changes in smell and unstable when environmental condition changes [5] . Moreover, EN sensors may be sensitive also to background gases that are not of interest (e.g., water vapor) and gases not detectable by human noses (e.g., carbon monoxide) [20] .
In our work, variables influencing espresso quality are collected by means of Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, embedded into professional espresso machines. Data are collected directly by the coffee machine internal sensors, sent through the mobile network, and analyzed in the cloud remotely. Coffee quality assessment can hence be performed in real-time and cost-effectively. The IoT sensor network combined with machine learning techniques provides a highly scalable approach, suitable for handling very large datasets. Data mining techniques are exploited to capture interesting correlations impacting coffee quality. The resulting model allows real-time detection of coffee quality level.
Several cited related works study the effect on quality of variables under the control of the industry, such as coffee blends, coffee types, roasting degree and roasting type. In our work, we concentrate on variables under the control of the barista, since industry-level variables are typically certified and of high quality. As in [21] , the three variables, grinding grade, ground coffee amount, and pressure, that are under the barista control, are considered and discretized into three ranges. The authors study the impact on espresso volume, by providing an index of quality by means of a logistic model. In our work, three variables are exploited as quality indicators. Correlations between the three quality indexes and the three variables under the barista control are extracted by means of association rule mining. Finally, with respect to the related works, the proposed approach overcomes the scalability limitations of electronic noses and chemical techniques, which require a per-coffee inspection, by exploiting massive data collection by means of IoT devices on board of coffee machines and data-driven models that can be trained in the cloud.
Correlations among quality variables are extracted by means of association rule mining (ARM) [22] . This data mining technique automatically finds statistically relevant associations and relationships while being an explainable approach. ARM is applied to disparate contexts in different fields. Various real-world problems have been addressed with this technique. Rule mining has been extensively applied in manufacturing [23] [24] [25] . As an example, in [23] , interesting patterns by means of association rules are generated for defect detection in semiconductor manufacturing. ARM has also been applied to the chemical domain, as in [26] , to find frequent substructures of chemical compounds. Other applications are in the context of smart cities and smart homes [27] , and for studying the impact of meteorological data on energy consumption [28] . Applications of ARM are also present in the food industry [29, 30] . For instance, ARM is applied in [30] , coupled with Internet of Things technology, to analyze safety risks in food supply chains with a real case study in the dairy industry. In [29] , instead, it is applied to quality sustainability in the food supply chain with a case study in the red wine industry. Association rule mining techniques are also exploited in the emerging context of Big Data. Innovative ARM algorithms have been proposed to efficiently handle the increasing amount of digital data. Several parallel algorithms based on popular distributed computing frameworks, such as Apache Hadoop and Spark, have been proposed [31] [32] [33] . A recent and detailed review of Hadoopand Spark-based scalable frequent itemset mining algorithms is provided in [34] .
The growing use of IoT devices and sensors is leading to an increasing amount of data being generated in a continuous stream that dynamically evolves. Dynamic and stream data can be efficiently mined to extract emerging and novel patterns. In this scenario, recent applications presented the need of incremental mining. Incremental mining refers to the task of updating and maintaining discovered patterns over time when new data are generated and added. It deals with the generation of association rules by operating only on newly added data, considering the knowledge already derived from mining previously available data, without scanning the data again [35] . For dynamic datasets, different incremental algorithms have been proposed for mining association rules to maintain and dynamically update the discovered patterns [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Moreover, data streams are not only produced rapidly and continuously, but their distribution may also change over time. Hence, when managing high-rate streams of data, mining techniques should consider also the time component. ARM algorithms for data streams can effectively deal with data changing over time [42] . Depending on the stream data mining application, three stream data window-based processing models are used, named the landmark window model, damped window model, or sliding window model [42] . In the landmark window model, ARM is performed over the entire history of stream data from a specific point of time. In the damped window approach, data have a weight and the weight decreases with age. Finally, in the sliding window model, ARM is applied only on recently-generated data, defined by a fixed-length time window.
In the current work, coffee extraction data are collected by means of IoT sensors on board of coffee machines. Hence, real-world espresso brewing data are generated and sent at a high pace. Incremental data mining techniques for data streams could be efficiently exploited to maintain and dynamically update patterns and correlations from coffee extractions. Moreover, different window-based processing models could be applied to mine espresso extraction data streams. We intend to explore the analysis of changes of correlations over time and the impact of the applied window model in future works, as the current goal to show the potential of rule mining application to the context of static correlation analysis, which is still unexplored.
Dataset Description and Experimental Design
The dataset under analysis consists of real-world espresso brewing data. Each measurement describes an espresso extraction from professional coffee-making machines in a Northern Italian city. Coffee-making machines have been equipped with IoT devices able to remotely collect the operating parameters of each coffee shot. Collected data have been stored in a cloud-based repository, property of a leading international coffee brand, and analysis have been performed by extracting the portions of interest from the repository. Since the dataset is provided by a leading coffee company, we cannot disclose exact details of the real-world settings (e.g., the coffee-machine maker and model, the precise location and name of the bars). However, the proposed rule-mining approach can be successfully exploited in similar contexts and its results highlight general patterns and correlations of interest for domain experts.
Data have been collected to exhaustively investigate the combined effect of multiple (i) external variables and (ii) machine-cleaning procedures on espresso quality. (i.a) Coffee ground size, (i.b) coffee ground amount and (i.c) water pressure have been selected among the most influential external variables, while different machine-cleaning procedures have been applied to the different group heads of each machine, from (ii.a) golden-rule washing after each shot to (ii.b) no washing at all. The quality evaluation has been performed for each shot of coffee based on three variables selected by domain experts: the extraction time, the average flow rate, and the espresso volume.
An exhaustive set of coffees has been produced to observe the effect of non-optimal values on the espresso quality. For each external variable, different values are considered: ground size can be coarse, optimal, or fine; ground amount can be high, optimal, or low; brewing water pressure can be high, optimal, or low. Table 1 outlines the values of the investigated external variables. All possible combinations of the three external-variable values (e.g., optimal, high, low) have been included in the dataset, hence generating 3 3 = 27 possible input configurations. Furthermore, all external variables combinations have been tested with both cleaning conditions, i.e., (i) with proper washing operations and (ii) without any washing operation. In particular, washing operations include a quick purging step after each espresso brewing, which consists in flushing the group head of the machine with a small amount of hot water, hence removing residual coffee grounds and oils. Since the coffee-making machine used to collect the data has two identical group heads, one group head has been used with a no-cleaning policy, whereas the other followed a proper cleaning procedure.
All experiments are performed with the least possible variations on other influencing factors: same machine, same conditions of grinding pressure, coffee blend, and tamping pressure of the coffee grounds. The purpose of such experimental setting is to identify and quantify data-driven correlations among the three external variables (i.e., coffee ground size, coffee ground amount, water pressure) and espresso quality, limiting the effect of other operating conditions.
For each configuration among the 27 combinations of external variables (for instance: coarse ground size, optimal ground amount, and high water pressure), 40 espresso extractions have been performed: 20 out of the cleaned group head, and 20 out of the no-cleaning group head. Experiments have been repeated on a professional coffee-making machine, generating a datasets consisting of 1080 espresso extractions, of which half follow the no-cleaning policy (first group head), and half brewed with a proper washing procedure (second group head). For each extraction (espresso brewing shot), the quality is evaluated. Actual perceived quality depends on many factors, such as the aroma, the body and density, the cream, the taste (e.g., the acidity, sweetness, bitterness), the final texture, the color intensity. Evaluating all these factors is time-consuming, expensive, and difficult, given their highly subjective nature and the requirement of manual intervention. However, objective characteristics exist to defines a high-quality espresso [2] . The most important domain-expert parameters are (i) the extraction time, (ii) the average flow rate, and (iii) the volume of espresso. For instance, the extraction time (also referenced as percolation time or brewing time in the following) crucially influences the quality of espresso coffee. Espressos brewed too quickly have a lighter body and higher acidity. Conversely, a too slow coffee brewing leads to a bitter and dry coffee. Hence, the espresso percolation time must be optimal to achieve the equilibrium of its hundreds of chemical compounds.
Determining the exact quality thresholds for extraction time, flow rate and espresso volume is a difficult task since they depend on many additional variables, such as the coffee blend, the espresso machine, the grinder, the barista and on cultural aspects and subjective preferences. However, in the current work, we present a two-stage approach. First, domain-expert popular threshold values are used, as described in Section 1. Then, data-driven values are suggested based on collected data, and the rule mining approach is performed.
The domain-expert quality thresholds used in our experiments are as follows: espresso volume from 20-30 mL, extraction time from 20-30 s. The values have been selected according to public literature, e.g., those published by the Specialty Coffee Association of Europe [2] . The flow rate thresholds derive from the above-mentioned ones, as the flow rate is the ratio of the volume by the time, hence obtaining the range 0.67-1.50 mL/s. Given such thresholds, espresso extractions can be labelled with their quality assessment. Quality labels are optimal, too low or too high for each of the quality variables: volume, time, and flow. Table 2 recaps the domain-based threshold values and corresponding labels. During the experimental analysis, the domain-based quality thresholds will be challenged and finer data-driven values will be identified. After the quality labeling, the dataset consists of 1080 samples, each representing an espresso extraction characterized as follows (see Table 1 ).
•
External variables determined by human operators' settings, with 20 samples for each of the 54 combinations of values:
coffee ground size, 3 values (coarse, optimal, or fine), -coffee ground amount, 3 values (high, optimal, or low), -brewing water pressure, 3 values (high, optimal, or low), -cleaning procedures, 2 values (properly executed or no cleaning performed).
• Quality variables measured by means of the internal coffee-machine sensors and remotely collected through the IoT network:
extraction time, 3 values (high, optimal, low), -flow rate, 3 values (high, optimal, low), -volume of coffee, 3 values (high, optimal, low).
Association Rule Mining Technique
Having a dataset consisting of transactional events, i.e., the 1080 espresso extractions, with categorical features, i.e., the threshold-based discretized values of the external and quality variables, association rule mining is a powerful data exploration approach which can be applied to exhaustively identify and quantify all possible correlations among variables in a human-readable form.
Let D be a dataset whose generic record r is characterized by attributes A 1 , A 2 , ..., A d . An item is a pair (A i = value) and an itemset I is a set including one or more items. The support count of an itemset I denoted by s_count(I) is the number of records r containing I. The support of an itemset I denoted by s(I) is the percentage of records r containing I with respect to the total number of records r in the full dataset D.
Frequent pattern mining is a data exploration technique that consists in finding relationships that occurs frequently among items in a database [43] . A pattern is considered of interest if it occurs with a frequency defined by means of a user-specified threshold. Specifically, an itemset is frequent when its support is greater than or equal to a minimum support threshold MinSup. Association rule mining is one of the most popular and applied frequent pattern techniques. It is is an exploratory data mining technique that models (potentially hidden) correlations in forms of association rules.
An association rule is an implication in the form X → Y, where X and Y are disjoint itemsets (i.e., X ∩ Y = ∅) [22] . X is called rule body or rule antecedent and Y rule head or rule consequent.
To evaluate the quality of an association rule, the support, confidence, and lift metrics are commonly exploited. Rule support s(X → Y) is the fraction of records containing both X and Y [22] . It represents the prior probability of X ∪ Y , P(X ∪ Y), and it indicates the probability that a record contains every item in X and Y. The support of the rule, s(X → Y), is computed as the support of the itemset X ∪ Y, where X ∪ Y indicates the union of itemsets X and Y. It is defined [22] as indicated in Equation (1), where N = |D| is the dataset cardinality.
Rule confidence represents the strength of the implication and it is the conditional probability P(Y|X), that is, the probability that a transaction containing X also contains Y. It is the proportion of records that contain X which also contain Y. It is computed [22] as indicated in in Equation (2).
Finally, the lift of a rule X → Y measures the correlation between antecedent and consequent [43] . It is defined as indicated in Equation (3).
A lift ratio equal to 1.0 implies that itemsets X and Y are not correlated, i.e., they are statistically independent. A li f t(X → Y) > 1 indicates a positive correlation, meaning that the occurrence of one likely leads to the occurrence of the other. The greater the lift ratio, the stronger the association, i.e., more meaningful and interesting correlations. Finally, li f t(X → Y) < 1 indicates a negative correlation between itemsets X and Y, meaning that the occurrence of one implies the absence of the other one. The problem of association rule mining consists in the extraction of all the association rules having rule support greater than MinSup and confidence greater than MinCon f , where MinSup and MinCon f are the corresponding support and confidence thresholds defined as parameters of the mining process [22] . The thresholds allow to control the statistical relevance of the extracted rules.
The process of rule mining can be decomposed in two steps. The first step is the computation of frequent itemsets, i.e., itemsets with support greater or equal to MinSup. The second step is the extraction of association rules from frequent itemsets. Let be F a frequent itemset, pairs X and Y = F − X are derived so that c(X → Y) ≥ MinCon f . The first step of the process is the most computationally expensive. Thus, several algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem of frequent itemset computation [22, [44] [45] [46] . In the current work, we exploit the Apriori algorithm [45] . The Apriori algorithm relies on the so-called Apriori principle which states the following: if an itemset is frequent, then all its nonempty subsets are also frequent. Apriori consists on a bottom-up and level-wise search. Each iteration consists on (i) the candidate generation step and (ii) the generation of frequent itemsets. At each iteration k, candidate itemsets of length k + 1 are generated, where k is the number of items in the itemsets generated in the previous iteration. The candidate are pruned according to the Apriori principle. Hence, all candidate itemsets of length k + 1 which are a superset of an infrequent k-itemset are pruned. Then, the support of the generated candidates of length k + 1 is computed and candidates below MinSup are pruned. Finally, frequent itemsets are exploited to extract association rules (i.e., with confidence greater or equal to MinCon f ).
In the current work, a record is a coffee extraction. Each extraction is characterized by six attributes, the three external variables (i.e., ground coffee amount and grinding and pressure) and the three quality indexes (i.e., percolation time, espresso volume and flow rate). The presence or absence of cleaning procedures have been used to split the dataset into two sub-datasets D cleaning=true and D cleaning= f alse . Rule extraction has been executed separately on both sub-datasets to compare the resulting rules.
Experimental Results
This section provides a description of the data cleaning procedures applied to the dataset (Section 5.1), a discussion of the domain-driven quality thresholds (Section 5.2), a proposal for data-driven quality thresholds (Section 5.3), and the experimental results of the rule mining (Section 5.4).
Data Cleaning
The dataset has been pre-processed according to the following data cleaning procedures, similarly to popular approaches [3, 47, 48] : (i) a domain-driven threshold-based filter has been applied, and (ii) a data-driven additional filter has been used.
The first threshold-based filter aims at removing outlier values being unacceptable for the phenomena under exam. For instance, purge operations (a brief washing cycle without coffee ground) can be recorded by the machine as an extraction with a very high flow and a very short time (e.g., up to 8 s). Threshold values of valid espresso extractions have been set to 10-40 ml and 10-40 s, thanks to suggestions from domain experts from a top-level international coffee brand.
The second data-driven filter aims at removing extreme values that, even if acceptable, would skew the results. To this aim, we removed 1% of the most extreme data values of quality indexes (the highest 0.5% and the lowest 0.5%). These threshold values were determined empirically to effectively remove outliers while preserving most of the collected data.
After the two-step cleaning procedure, 1027 samples remain out of the 1080 original records.
Domain-Driven Quality Evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the espressos with respect to the optimal external parameters, we firstly exploited domain-expert quality thresholds to assign quality labels to all variables. As declared in Section 3, the domain-driven thresholds are defined as follows:
•
Espresso volume from 20 to 30 mL.
Extraction time from 20 to 30 s.
Consequently, flow rate from 0.67 to 1.50 mL/s.
All the experiments with quality index values in the optimal quality range are labelled as optimal, while they are labeled as low or high if values are lower or greater respectively. For instance, an espresso brewed in 35 s would be labeled as high for the extraction time, instead of optimal, since its extraction time is higher than the domain-expert quality threshold, which is 30 s. Similarly, an espresso brewed in 15 s would be labeled as low for the extraction time quality threshold, whose lowest value for the optimal range is 20 s. A recap of domain-based thresholds is reported in Table 2 .
We evaluated the probability density of the three quality indexes. Table 3 shows the percentage distribution of the quality labels in the dataset. Most samples are labelled as optimal based on the volume and flow rate quality indexes (almost 98% and 90% respectively), while the extraction time is considered optimal in almost half of the coffee extractions. Hence, by applying domain-knowledge thresholds, almost all experiments have one or more quality indexes within the thresholds and consequently indicators of good quality. However, the experimental set was designed and performed predominantly in inappropriate conditions. Less than 4% of espressos in the dataset were brewed in an ideal configuration of external variables, whereas in the remaining 96% of samples, at least one external variable was set improperly on purpose. Applying only public domain-expert thresholds yields to optimal labels for the majority of the experiments, even if the external variables are known to assume non-optimal ranges. The public domain-expert ranges are general enough to include espresso brewing of different espresso machines or operating conditions. Hence, we propose data-driven thresholds for capturing the effect on quality indexes of optimal external variables conditions.
Data-Driven Quality Thresholds
For the definition of data-driven quality thresholds, we considered only the optimal extractions, i.e., those performed with all the controlled external variables assuming an optimal value according to authoritative domain experts from a leading coffee industry: ground size, ground amount, and water pressure.
Mean and standard deviation of the three quality indexes, i.e., espresso volume, extraction time, and flow rate are computed on the optimal samples, i.e., perfect ground size, ground amount, and water pressure. The data-driven optimal range of quality index q i is defined as mean i ± stddev i . Espresso extractions having q i outside of the optimal range are labelled as low or high, similarly to domain-based labeling described in Section 5.2. In Table 4 , the obtained data-driven thresholds are reported. Figure 1 shows the discrete probability density function of the three quality indexes. The pink stripe indicates the domain-based optimal quality range, while the green one indicates the data-driven range. As described in Section 5.2, almost all the experimental samples have volume and flow levels in the optimal domain-based ranges. Data-driven thresholds are more selective and enclose less experimental extractions, especially for the percolation time and flow rate quality variables.
In Table 5 , the percentage distributions of the data-driven quality labels within the samples of the dataset are reported. For the brewing time and flow rate, more than 70% of the extractions have non-optimal values (low and high values). The volume level is still optimal for the majority of the samples, i.e., more than 80% of the experiments. The volume has a lower variance, since the coffee-machine is typically set to reach a constant value in the quantity of the brewed coffee. More details on the volume quality index are investigated in Section 6.1.3. 
Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining is performed on the data-driven labelled dataset. Parameters MinSup and MinCon f are set to very low values so that all possible correlations are extracted; then, a sorting is performed and only the most interesting rules are analyzed, as detailed in the following. The parameter values set for the experimental sessions are MinSup = 0.5% and MinCon f = 10%.
The experimental results are grouped according to the following criteria.
• Association rules identified on the full dataset, regardless of the cleaning procedure presence or absence, with specific focus on rules separately analyzed for each of the three quality indexes.
In Tables 6-8 results are reported for percolation time, espresso volume, and flow rate, respectively. The corresponding discussion is provided in Section 6.1. • Impact of the presence or absence of cleaning procedures on quality indexes. Results are reported in Table 9 and the discussion in provided in Section 6.2. Table 6 . Association rules involving the percolation time correlations.
RId Body Head Conf (%) Lift Rule Sup (%)
1 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "low" time = "high" 100 2.26 3 2 amount = "high", grinding = "low" time = "high" 97 2.19 10 3 amount = "high", pressure = "low" time = "high" 95 2.15 8 4 amount = "opt", pressure = "low" time = "high" 95 2.14 11 5 grinding = "low", pressure = "low" time = "high" 94 2.13 10 6 amount = "opt", grinding = "low" time = "high" 90 2.03 10 7 pressure = "low" time = "high" 80 1.79 25 8 grinding = "low" time = "high" 78 1.75 26 9 amount = "high" time = "high" 58 1.32 18 10 amount = "low", grinding = "high", pressure = "high" time = "low" Table 7 . Association rules involving the flow rate correlations.
1 amount = "low", grinding = "high", pressure = "high" flow = "high" 100 2.94 3 2 amount = "opt", grinding = "high", pressure = "opt" flow = "high" 100 2.94 4 3 amount = "low", grinding = "high", pressure = "opt" flow = "high" 95 2.8 4 4 grinding = "high", pressure = "high" flow = "high" 90 2.66 10 5 amount = "low", grinding = "opt", pressure = "opt" flow = "high" 87 2.57 3 6 amount = "high", grinding = "high", pressure = "high" flow = "high" 85 2.5 3 7 grinding = "high" flow = "high" 58 1.72 20 8 pressure = "high" flow = "high" 54 1.6 19 9 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 100 2.55 3 10 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "opt" flow = "low" 100 2.55 3 11 amount = "high", grinding = "opt", pressure = "low", flow = "low" 100 2.55 2 12 amount = "opt", pressure = "low", grinding = "low" flow = "low" 97 2.49 4 13 amount = "high", grinding = "low" flow = "low" 97 2.48 10 14 grinding = "low", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 96 2.46 10 15 amount = "low", grinding = "low", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 92 2.36 4 16 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "high" flow = "low" 92 2.35 3 17 amount = "opt", grinding = "opt", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 87 2.24 3 18 amount = "opt", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 86 2.19 10 19 amount = "high", pressure = "low" flow = "low" 84 2.14 7 20 amount = "opt", grinding = "low" flow = "low" 82 2.08 9 21 amount = "opt", grinding = "low", pressure = "opt" flow = "low" 80 2.04 3 22 grinding = "low" flow = "low" 74 1.88 24 23 pressure = "low" flow = "low" 69 1.76 22 24 amount = "high" flow = "low" 53 1.37 17 25 amount = "opt", pressure = "opt", grinding = "opt" flow = "opt" 82 3.07 3 26 amount = "low", grinding = "opt", pressure = "low" flow = "opt" 80 2.98 3 27 amount = "low", grinding = "high", pressure = "low" flow = "opt" 79 2.94 3 28 flow = "low" grinding = "low" 62 1.88 24 29 flow = "high" grinding = "high" 58 1.72 20 30 flow = "low" pressure = "low" 55 1.76 22 31 flow = "high" pressure = "high" 55 1. 6 19 Table 8 . Association rules involving the espresso volume correlations.
1 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "low" volume = "high" 54 3.87 1 2 amount = "high", grinding = "low", pressure = "opt" volume = "high" 49 3.51 2 3 amount = "high", grinding = "low" volume = "high" 47 3.37 5 4 amount = "low", grinding = "low", pressure = "low" volume = "low" 12 3.67 <1 5 amount = "low", grinding = "opt", pressure = "high" volume = "opt" 100 1.21 4 6 amount = "opt", grinding = "opt", pressure = "opt" volume = "opt" 98 1.18 4 7 amount = "opt", grinding = "opt" volume = "opt" 96 1.16 11 8 amount = "low", grinding = "opt" volume = "opt" 95 1.15 11 9 amount = "opt", grinding = "opt", pressure = "high" volume = "opt" 95 1.15 4 10 amount = "opt", grinding = "opt", pressure = "low" volume = "opt" 95 1.15 4 11 volume = "high" amount = "high" 61 1.96 8 12 volume = "high" grinding = "low" 58 1.74 8 13 volume = "low" amount = "low" 54 1.58 2 14 volume = "low" pressure = "low" 46 1.46 2 15 volume = "high" pressure = "low" 44 1.42 6 Table 9 . Comparison of association rules for presence vs absence of cleaning procedures. grinding = "opt", pressure = "high" volume = "opt" 97 1.36 12 75 1.21 9 10 amount = "low", pressure = "high" volume = "opt" 98 1.38 12 78 1.26 6 11 volume = "high" grinding = "low" 74 2.27 9 12 33 46 Since association rule mining can potentially extract a very large number of correlations, a typical post-processing phase entails the rule sorting according to an interestingness measure. In our context, we selected the lift and the confidence to identify the most interesting rules. Hence, all Tables report the most interesting subset of rules according to such metrics.
To guide the result discussion, provided in Section 6, rules are grouped into three types based on their meaning in the current application context: impact rules, root-cause rules and compensation rules, as detailed in the following.
• Impact rules study the influence of external variables on espresso quality. The rule head is a quality index with a non-optimal value and the rule body indicates the set of external variable values to which it is correlated. These rules investigate the main sources that determine espresso quality indexes.
•
Root-cause rules have as rule antecedent the quality index and as rule consequent an external variable. These rules allow root-cause analysis, i.e., the identification of the causes of non-optimal values of quality indicators. Please note that even if correlation does not imply a cause-effect relation, we can determine such meaning by the application context.
Compensation rules study the compensation effects. A compensation rule is a rule where the head is a quality index with an optimal value and the body has at least two external variables with not-optimal values. Therefore, it detects which configurations of not-optimal values allow to achieve high quality coffees despite one or more values are, in fact, not optimal.
Discussion
In this section, the most interesting association rules are discussed. Section 6.1 analyzes experimental results for each quality index, regardless of the cleaning procedure, i.e., on the full dataset. In Section 6.2, the rules capturing the different effect of cleaning procedures on quality indexes are examined.
Quality Indexes
This subsection separately discusses the effects of the different factors influencing the quality indexes: percolation time (Section 6.1.1), flow rate (Section 6.1.2), and volume (Section 6.1.3).
Factors Influencing the Percolation Time
In Table 6 , association rules involving the percolation time are reported. Rules 1-15 represent impact rules, rules 16-19 compensation rules, and rules 20-25 are root-cause ones.
Rules 1-9 indicate the correlation of the external variables with high values of percolation time. As mentioned in Section 3, a slow coffee brewing is an index of low quality since the extracted espresso is (generally) dry and bitter.
Rule 1 indicates that if (i) the pressure is low, (ii) the amount of coffee ground is too high and (iii) the grinding is fine, the percolation time is high too. As described in Section 4, the rule confidence indicates how frequently the rule head occurs among all the groups containing the rule body. Rule 1 confidence is 100%. Hence, in all the analyzed coffee samples, if the external variables assume the values of the rule body, the brewing time is always above the optimal quality threshold. The motivation can be traced back to the slower water flow due to the lower water pressure, additionally hindered by the higher amount of too-fine ground. This condition results into a slower brewing.
Rules 2, 4 and 5 (Table 6 ) capture the correlation with high percolation time when only two out of the previous three external variables at the same time assume non-optimal values. The highest impact on percolation time is caused by the finer coffee ground size and higher dosage, with confidence 97%, regardless of the water pressure (Rule 2). This information is particularly relevant for the barista. Brew pressure value is set at first in the espresso machine calibration phase and it is periodically checked and controlled, typically by technicians. On the other hand, the size and amount of coffee ground are determined by the barista at each espresso extraction. The association rule indicates that the improper values of both the two variables are the most correlated with a high percolation time. Hence, the barista should properly adjust those two inputs to prevent bitter and dry espressos. Rules 7-9 describe the correlation with high values of percolation time of one external variable at the time. The low pressure alone is the indicator of high percolation time with the highest confidence (80%). A lower pressure implies that the water has less force pushing through the coffee grounds in the portafilter and, as a consequence, espresso brewing requires more time. The second indicator is the fine grinding (Rule 8). Increasing the grind size entails finer ground, so that water takes longer to pass through the grinds, leading to a protracted extraction. The amount of ground is instead less correlated (confidence 58%) with a long extraction (see Rule 9) . Increasing the amount of coffee ground increases the intensity and body of espresso. However, it could also increase the extraction time, since the water flow is more hindered by the higher amount of coffee ground. The confidence of an association rule indicates that this phenomenon is likely to occur but with less strength than the individual influence of the pressure and grinding size (respectively Rule 7 and 8).
Still following Table 6 , we meet Rules 10-15, which investigate the relationships between external variables and short percolation time. Quicker espresso brewing leads to espressos with higher acidity and lighter body. Rule 10 captures the opposite behavior of Rule 1. If the external variables assume the opposite non-optimal values, the resulting time is low. The water flow is (i) strongly forced through the coffee grounds thanks to the higher pressure and it is less hindered by (ii) the lower coffee quantity and (iii) the smaller surface, due to the coarseness of coffee grounds. As a result, the brewing time is shorter. This behavior is observable for 100% of the experiments under analysis (confidence equal to 100%).
It means that for each experiment with these non-optimal values of external variables, the percolation time is shorter than the optimal threshold. Rule 11 indicates that the two terms that are mostly linked with short brewing time are the coarse grinding and the high pressure. Finally, Rules 13-15 capture the correlation with low percolation time of each single external variable. The too coarse grinding is the most correlated variable, followed by the high pressure, and the low amount, with confidence 54%, 53% and 48% respectively. Rule 16 describes the behavior when all the input parameters are optimal. Interestingly, the confidence of the rule is of 87%. This means that setting optimal input values does not always lead to an optimal percolation time. As described in Section 5.3, the thresholds of the three quality indexes are estimated from the experiments with optimal input values, computing average and standard deviation. The estimation considers experiments for both the operating conditions, cleaning and no-cleaning. The washing procedures have a great impact on quality indexes. The impact of such procedures on espresso quality is investigated and discussed in Section 6.2.
Rules 17-19 are compensation rules. Rule 17 indicates that, with optimal pressure, the high amount of coffee ground is compensated by its coarse grinding. As already discussed, high dosage hinders the water flow, while coarse grinding favors it. The result is thus a compensation effect. Such behavior changes if the pressure is not optimal. If the pressure is low, the compensation effect is instead achieved with a low dosage, with both coarse and optimal grinding (Rule 18 and 19 respectively).
Finally, we investigate the factors influencing high and low percolation time the most. The resulting association rules are the root-cause rules 20-25 ( Table 6 ). The grinding level is individually the most discriminating factor, with confidence values of 58% and 56% for high and low percolation time, respectively (Rule 20 and 23). Then, the non-optimal values are attributable to the pressure (Rule 21 and 24) and lastly to the amount of coffee grounds (Rule 22 and 25). Table 7 shows the extracted association rules with respect to the flow rate. Rules 1-24 are impact rules, Rules 25-27 compensation rules, and Rules 28-31 represent root-cause rules.
Factors Influencing the Flow Rate
Rules 1-8 presents the correlations of the external variables with high values of the flow rate. Rule 1 captures the expected behavior since it represents the worst condition for high flow rate. If (i) the amount of coffee ground is low, (ii) the ground is coarse and (iii) the pressure is high, the rule indicates that the flow rate is too high. The water flow rate is increased due to the higher pressure and it is less hindered (with respect to the optimal case) by the coarseness and low-dosage of coffee grounds. Rule 2 reveals that the coarseness of coffee grounds is correlated with high flow despite the optimal values of dosage and pressure. This correlation is observed in all experiments (confidence equal to 100%). Analogously, the low-dosage is associated with a high flow when the other two variables are optimal (Rule 5). The two external variables that are joint indicators of a high value of flow rate are the grinding and the pressure (as described by Rule 4) . With very high confidence (90%), these two variables determine a high flow regardless of the ground dosage. This is furthermore underlined by Rule 6. The high dosage of coffee, that generally hinders the flow rate, is not sufficient for compensating the effect of high pressure and coarse coffee grounds. The rule indicates that with this configuration of external variables, with confidence 85%, the flow is high. In addition, the relevance of the coarse grinding and high pressure on the flow separately is pointed out by Rules 7 and 8 respectively.
Rules 9-24 study the effect of the external variables on the low flow rate. As expected, with confidence of 100%, Rule 9 captures the opposite behavior of Rule 1. The over dosage of fine-grained coffee grounds and the low pressure yield to a low value of flow rate. Rules 10-12 illustrate that if at least two of the external variables assume those non-optimal values, the flow is low. Rule 13 and 14 underline the relevance of the fine-grained coffee grounds on the flow. If the fine-graininess is coupled with the high amount of coffee or the low pressure, the flow is low (Rule 13 and 14 respectively). The heavy influence of the fine grinding is further highlighted by (i) Rules 15 and 16 and (ii) Rule 22. Rule 22 shows that, individually, the grinding is an index of low flow, with confidence equal to 74%. The individual effects of low pressure (69% of confidence) and high dosage are less strong than grinding settings. Rules 15 and 16 indicate that if the grinding is coarse, the lower dosage do not compensate the combined effect of coarseness and low pressure (Rule 15) and likewise the higher pressure with the higher amount. Hence, the extracted association rules highlight that there is no compensation effect for the coarse grinding. The barista should therefore carefully check the level of coarseness of the ground coffee to avoid a low flow rate.
The effect of low pressure on the flow rate can instead be compensated as shown by Rules 26 and 27. The lower dosage is able to compensate the impact of the low pressure either with optimal grinding (Rule 26 with confidence 80%) or coarse grinding (Rule 27 with confidence 70%).
Finally, Rules 28-31 confirm the previous insights. The flow is mostly influenced by the grinding size, with confidence 62% for the low flow (Rule 28) and 58% for the high flow (Rule 29), followed by the pressure (Rule 28 and 29).
Factors Influencing the Espresso Volume
We lastly analyze the influence of the external variables on espresso volume. The extracted association rules are reported in Table 8 , with Rules 1-4 representing the impact rules, Rules 5-10 the compensation, and Rules 11-15 the root-cause.
Rules 1-4 capture the correlations for high (Rules 1-3) and low (Rule 4) volume. Their confidence and support values are very low for representing a strong correlation. Modeling the relation of input variables and non-optimal volume is arduous, since the volume is out-of-range only in scattering cases. In the experimental set, 1040 out of 1080 espresso extractions (96%) have at least one external variables with a non-optimal value. However, only the 17% of all the experiments have a non-optimal volume. In most of the cases (83%), the espresso volume is still in an optimal range. Espresso machines are in fact designed and calibrated to extract a pre-determined amount of coffee. The espresso volume is out of range only in extreme cases and combinations of the external variables. In most of the cases, the machines produce an adequate amount of coffee even in non-optimal conditions. It is therefore extremely important the control of the other quality indexes (percolation time and flow rate) for assessing the coffee quality, since they impact on the final flavour and body of the espresso despite the sufficient volume.
We focus on the compensation rules 5 and 7-10. Such rules are able to capture and quantify the phenomena of compensation that allow to obtain adequate values of espresso also in non-optimal conditions. Rule 5 indicates that, being the grinding level optimal, the under dosage of coffee grounds is compensated by a higher pressure. The confidence of the rule is 100%, hence this compensation effect is observable for all the extractions of the experimental set with this combination of external variables. Rule 8 illustrates that if the grinding level is optimal, the low amount of coffee does not impact on the espresso volume and it is generally still optimal (with confidence 95%). Moreover, Rules 7, 9 and 10 indicate that, if the amount of coffee grounds and their grinding level are optimal, the pressure level does not affect the volume (Rule 7) and it is optimal for each pressure level: optimal (Rule 7), high (Rule 9) and low (Rule 10).
Finally, Rules 11-15 indicate the external variables that are mostly associated with a non-optimal volume. Individually, the volume is affected by the dosage of coffee grounds. The increased volume is linked with the over dosage of grounds (Rule 11), while the low espresso quantity is associated with the under dosage (Rule 13).
Impact of Cleaning Procedures
In this Section, we evaluate the effect of cleaning procedure execution on quality indexes. We consider two experimental sub-datasets separately. In the first subset of extractions, generated by one group head of the coffee machine, no cleaning procedure is ever performed. In the second subset, generated by the second group head, a cleaning procedure is performed after each extraction. The cleaning procedure consists of a specific and well-known purging operation of the machine ducts. The purging removes excess coffee grinds and oils in the group head and helps the machine in maintaining the correct operating parameters. The association rule mining is performed separately on the two subsets, then the resulting rules are compared. The goal is to identify and analyze the different behaviors, studying the impact of cleaning procedures on espresso quality.
In Table 9 , the association rules highlighting different patterns for the two procedures are reported. For each association rule, confidence, lift, and support are compared between the cleaning and no-cleaning datasets.
Rule 1 indicates that, being the coffee grinding optimal, high pressure is much more correlated with low percolation time when the cleaning procedure is performed, as the confidence values are 93% vs. 47%. When cleaning is performed, the excess of coffee grounds and oils is removed. Hence, espresso residuals do not hinder the water flow. As a result, the percolation time is shorter. Rule 2 confirms the increased correlation of high pressure and cleaning procedures with a short percolation time. Regardless of the grinding level and coffee dosage, high pressure exhibits a stronger correlation with low percolation time if the purging is performed (confidence values are 70% vs. 43%). The behavior highlighted by Rule 2 and 3 is observed also for the flow rate. The high flow rate is more sensitive to high pressure when cleaning procedures are performed (Rule 6), especially when the grinding is optimal (Rule 5).
The low pressure, if coupled with coarse-grained coffee grounds (Rule 3) or a small amount of coffee (Rule 4), is instead more correlated with a longer time, if the group head is not cleaned. The effect of low pressure on the extraction time is likely to be intensified by the un-washed coffee residuals that constitute an obstacle for the flow rate. Rule 7 indicates that, with a optimal coffee amount, the lower flow is more correlated (95% of confidence) with finer ground coffee in no-cleaning conditions. Rules 8-10 show that there is a higher compensation effect contrasting high pressure for the un-cleaned group head, as its confidence values are very high, in the range of 97-98%, whereas for the cleaned group the range is 58-78%. Rule 8 indicates that the effect of high pressure on the resulting coffee volume is compensated by a coarser ground coffee (97% of confidence). If the washing procedure is performed, the confidence is lower (58%). Despite these two non-optimal configurations of external values allow to generally obtain a proper amount of espressos with the uncleaned group head, Rule 11 of Table 6 and Rule 4 of Table 7 indicate that these configurations are associated with a short percolation time and high flow rate, regardless of the cleaning procedure. Hence, the resulting espressos may result in a greater acidity and a lighter body.
The high pressure is also compensated by an optimal grinding, particularly for the un-washed group head (97% of confidence), regardless of the coffee ground amount (Rule 9). This outcome is particularly interesting when compared with the observations derived by Rules 5 and 9 of Table 8 . The latter two rules indicate that, if the behavior of cleaned and un-cleaned groups is not differentiated, the high pressure is compensated by the optimal grinding only if coupled by a low (Rule 5 of Table 8 ) or optimal (Rule 9 of Table 8 ) amount. Furthermore, in no-cleaning conditions, the high pressure could be also compensated by using a low amount of coffee ground (Rule 10 of Table 9 ). In Section 6.1.3, we observed that, if cleaning conditions are not considered, this compensation is generally observable (with confidence 100%) only with an optimal grinding. Finally, Rule 11 indicates that if the purging procedure is not performed, a high volume of espresso is correlated with a finer ground coffee (74% of confidence). The same association rule has, instead, a very low confidence (12%) if the purging procedures are performed.
Conclusions
This work presented the analysis of a real-world dataset of espresso brewing by professional coffee-making machines. After a preliminary analysis on domain-based and data-driven quality thresholds, correlations among external variables and actual quality metrics are identified by means of association rule mining, a powerful, exploratory, exhaustive, and explainable approach. Results are expressed in the form of human-readable rules combining the variables of interest, such as the grinder settings, the extraction time, and the dose amount. To focus on the most interesting rules, we exploited the lift and the confidence measures, and provided a semantic classification into impact, root-cause, and compensation rules. The experimental results are discussed separately for each variable of interest. Finally, a special session has been devoted to the cleaning procedure effect on espresso quality. The current work has been able to provide a data-driven confirmation of domain-knowledge expected patterns in espresso brewing, highlight compensation effects of sub-optimal external variables leading to high-quality espresso, and describe a data-driven approach to analyze real-world espresso-quality correlations exhaustively and transparently.
Rules extracted from data have been considered of high interest by domain experts of a major international coffee brand, since they were able to both confirm known effects and bring to the surface new unexpected correlations, hence laying solid foundations for further investigations able to provide competitive advantage in high-quality espresso brewing.
Future works aim to widen the scope of the analysis including more variables, such as different coffee-machine models, diverse coffee blends, environment humidity and temperature. Furthermore, a longer cleaning-procedure session would allow to better investigate the medium-term effect of such maintenance operations.
